
July 17, 1996 

Baker Environmental, inc. 
Airport Office Park, Building 3 
420 Rouser Road 
Coraopolis, Pennsylvania 15108 

(412) 2694000 
FAX (412) 269-2002 

Commander 
Atlantic Division 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
15 10 Gilbert Street (Building N-26) 
Norfolk, Virginia 235 1 l-2699 

Attn: Ms. Katherine Landman 
Navy Technical Representative 
Code 18232 

Re: Contract N62470-89-D-48 14 
Navy CLEAN, District III 
Contract Task Order (CTO) 000 1 
MCB Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 
Partnering Minutes - May 1996 

Dear Ms. Landman: 

Attached are the final meeting minutes from the. Partnering meeting held on May 7 and 8, 1996 at Baker’s offices 
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. A copy of these meeting minutes has been forwarded to all of the Team members. 
These meeting minutes were finalized at the Partnering meeting heId on JuIy 10 and 11, 1996. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at (412) 269-2053. 

Sincerely, 

BAKER ENVIRONMENTAL, INC. 

Matthew D. Bartman 
Activity Coordinator 

MDB/lq 

Attachments 

cc: Ms. Linda Saksvig, P.E., Code 1823 1 
Mr. Byron Brant, Code 1832 
Mr. Neal Paul, MCB Camp Lejeune 
Mr. Patrick Watters, NCDEHNR 
Ms. Gena Townsend, EPA Region IV 
Mr. Jim Dunn, OHM 
Lt. Cheryl Hansen, ROICC MCB Camp Lejeune 
Ms. Lee Anne Rapp, P.E., Code 183 12 (w/o attachment) 
Ms. Beth Collier, Code 02 115 (w/o attachment) 



Gena mentioned that ifthe draft Treatability Study for Site 69 is submitted at this time it will need to be mailed 
to her and the USEPA reviewers. Gena will supply the Team with the appropriate addresses. 

A short discussion regarding document submittals followed and Neal explained that he requires that only seven 
final RODS be sent to him for signature. 

WEB Site 

Matt explained to the Team that Baker is ‘looking into creating an external corporate WEB site on the Internet. 
Matt would like to use the WEB site as a vehicle to broadcast the successes that the Team has achieved in the 
environmentai investigation and cleanup of Camp Lejeune. Matt explained that the only thing limiting the 
establishment is funding. Matt wanted to clear the release of information with the Team. Neal said that he would 
need to speak with Public Affairs to see if there would be any problem with releasing information in this forum 
and what type of information should be released. 

RAB UDdate 

Neal informed the Team that the RAB meeting is still scheduled for June 5, 1996 in Jacksonville, NC. Neal 
provided an agenda for the Team members to review and comment on. Neal informed the Team that the EMD 
would be conducting a base tour on May 29, 1996. Matt informed Neal that, if needed, someone from Baker 
could participate in the tour to assist EMD personnel in discussing the sites. 

NC Wilmintion Visit to Site 69 

Mat-t proposed that because the RAB meeting is scheduled for the evening of June 5, 1996 it may be beneficial 
to ask representatives from the Regional office of NC DEHNR to visit Site 69and discuss the Treatability Study 
and findings to date afiexward. 

Neal-said that-he-would talk to Patrick and get his-thoughts-on--inviting representatives from the regional office 
in WiImington to Camp Lejeune. However, Neal expressed that if we invite these representatives to Camp 
Lejeune we must have something to discuss other than wells in the woods. Matt stated that he would speak with 
Gordon Ruggaber to see what information would be available for discussion. If the Team did not feel this 
information was sufficient the invitation would be postponed until more information could be obtained. 

Document Review Dates 

Matt has begun keeping track of the deliverables sent from Baker to the regulators and the dates that comments 
are,requested. Matt stated that he will supply a copy of this database to members of the Team on a weekly or 
biweekly basis. This will allow Team members to keep track of when their comments are due and inform 
LANTDIV or Baker when comments will be late. This process will assist Baker in scheduling personnel for 
future document submittals. 

IR Conference Update 

Neal and Kelly discussed several topics that were addressed at the conference. Neal informed the Team about 
groundwater modeling that has been completed for other facilities and would like to see this conducted for Camp 
Lejeune sites. The EMD at Camp Lejeune is preparing a Scope of Work for Baker to review and begin to 
examine costs for doing groundwater modeling for IR and UST sites that undergoing active groundwater 
remediation. 

Neal also discussed Camp Lejeune RCRA status. Neal stated that 340 SWMUs have been identified at Camp 
Lejeune and 80 of these 340 will require some additional investigation. Paul Rakowski is interested in setting 
up a meeting with Grover Cleveland to discuss handling the RCRA investigations using the CERCLA process. 
Neal stated that the NC DEHNR RCRA may have a problem seeing CERCLA verbiage and CERCLA 
deliverables applied to RCRA. Neal expects to have the permit by September and has been told by Paul 
Rakowski that contracts would be ready to begin investigations in September. Neal mentioned that Baker would 
be tasked with the investigations and OHM would be tasked with any removal or construction. Gena suggested 
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